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ABSTRACT
Authorities cooperate in various ways. The Web portal
www.verwaltungskooperation.eu aims to share knowledge on
collaboration projects. A semantic wiki approach was used to
facilitate best practice documentation with Semantic Web and
Web 2.0 technology.
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INTRODUCTION
Cooperation between authorities has a long tradition in Europe,
especially among municipalities. In Austria and its Germanspeaking neighbor countries, this issue has been intensely
discussed in the last years. Due to the financial crisis, public
bodies face a tightened financial situation resulting in recent
discussions about merging smaller municipalities versus intermunicipal cooperation (IMC). Apart from basic analyses of
IMC in various scientific journals or the arrangement of expert
meetings; the number of practical examples of cross-municipal
cooperation is growing [1]. However, documentation of
cooperation projects has always been quite fragmented.
The use of the latest semantic wiki technologies for the platform
www.verwaltungskooperation.eu is an example of the
emergence of Web 2.0 applications with semantic technologies,
sometimes referred to as “Web 3.0” or “Social Semantic Web”
[2].

limited by a specific geographic region (not even country
borders) or knowledge domain. Internal fragmentation between
institutional levels, agencies, departments, often referred to as
the silo effect, reduces the efficiency and effectiveness of
government actions [4]. That is why the KDZ decided to aim for
a new approach: a Web 2.0 platform was initiated to overcome
geographic or sectoral boundaries and give control over the
publishing procedure to the project owners without the need for
a central editorial staff.
The platform’s main target group is civil servants from all levels
of government who seek knowledge on previously executed
cooperation projects or to publish information about their
projects in order to make them more visible to other users.
Secondary target groups are experts in the field of cooperation
of public administrations as well as students, press and a
broader public interested in the targeted topics. As the potential
users are scattered over different (European) countries, reading
and editing of content has to be easy enough to enable users to
carry out required tasks on their own.
The steps toward cooperation of public administrations can be
described as (1) (re)search, (2) initialising, (3) concept
development and (4) realisation. Best practice documentation is
focused especially (but not exclusively) on the research phase,
where visions and ideas should be supported by systematic
search possibilities for existing or similar solutions. [5]

THE SEMANTIC WIKI APPROACH

KNOWLEDGE SHARING ON COOPERATION
PROJECTS

The power of wikis is impressively demonstrated by Wikipedia
[6], which is by far the largest encyclopedia edited by its
readers. The power of wikis lies in the simplicity of their use
and their implementation of the social software paradigm,
exploiting the "wisdom of the crowd" by enabling everybody to
easily participate in the content creation process.

Public administration bodies cooperate on different levels in
order to share knowledge, reduce costs, and provide better
services. The KDZ has participated in various cooperation
projects in the past years, mainly on the level of local and
regional government. The lessons learned from such
cooperation projects were summarized in a KDZ publication in
2006, including a documentation of 50 cooperation projects
between municipalities [3]. The search for suitable best-practice
projects showed that a comprehensive and easy-to-use database
did not exist at that time. Furthermore, existing documentation
was quite fragmented because of varying levels of competence:
the Austrian “Länder” (9 different state authorities) are in
charge of projects of municipalities and district authorities in
their state. Ministries collect information on projects related to
their knowledge domain (sector of government). However,
valuable lessons to be learnt from best practices are not always

The popularity of Wikipedia has led to the usage of wikis for
other purposes including special-interest wikis, companyknowledge bases and even small Intranet solutions. However,
regular wiki engines have major shortcomings: they only store
text information without making knowledge usable for
computers and they are searchable only by full text search.
Information in wikis therefore can only be read (by humans),
not processed. Semantic wikis try to add semantics (i.e. aspects
of meaning) to wiki articles. From a number of freely available
semantic wiki engines [7] we chose Semantic MediaWiki
(SMW) [8]. The reasons for choosing MediaWiki [9] - the wiki
engine used by Wikipedia - were its maturity, stability and
security of investment. MediaWiki can be used on a variety of
platforms. Prerequisites are a Web Server (Apache or IIS), PHP
(version 5.0 or later) and a database server (MySQL 4.0 or later
or PostgreSQL 8.1 or later). The Wikimedia Foundation [10] is
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a strong backbone for the further development of this wiki
engine. Furthermore, the popularity of MediaWiki-based wikis
adds a usability advantage with the look and feel it shares with
Wikipedia. SMW is an extension for MediaWiki developed at
the University of Karlsruhe, Germany. It seamlessly integrates
into MediaWiki, leaving everything there untouched and adding
the possibility to enhance the wiki markup by semantic
annotations.
As the authors of SMW point out, SMW addresses the
following core problems of today’s wikis: consistency of
content (same information on many pages), accessing
knowledge (finding and comparing knowledge from different
pages) and reusing knowledge (beyond reading the wiki in a
browser) [11]. Since first experience with the use of Semantic
MediaWiki for internal project documentation within KDZ was
promising, the decision was made to initiate the “Plattform
Verwaltungskooperation” (platform for cooperation in public
administration) with semantic wiki technology.

THE PLATFORM VERWALTUNGSKOOPERATION.EU
The platform “Verwaltungskooperation” aims to provide
knowledge on public administration cooperation in German
language. Figure 1 shows an example of a project documented
on the platform. As the initial content documents Austrian bestpractice examples on a municipal level, the geographic region
of Austria is a first starting point, but projects from other EU
countries are certainly welcome. New countries and
regions/states can be added, so the geographic scope can be
expanded easily. Regarding the level of cooperation, most
projects can be found at the municipal level, but there are also
examples of cooperation between district and state authorities.
The platform aims to expand its scope to all levels of
cooperation in public administration.

structure makes it easy for users to grasp the essential project
information at a glance. Links to pages for topics, project
partners, and contact persons encourage further exploration of
the wiki, the external link to a project Web site invites users to
go into further detail.
To prevent spamming, a captcha mechanism [12] has been
included to identify whether or not real persons are
manipulating pages at certain crucial moments (e. g. inserting
hyperlinks or creating user accounts) by asking users to read
distorted words and type them into a text box. Furthermore, the
free Google Maps service has been included to identify the
location of projects on a map [13].
The platform is free and open to all users. To make changes to
content or to add new pages, users are required to create a user
account in order to prevent spamming. The content of the
platform is released under the creative commons “AttributionNoncommercial-Share Alike 2.0 Austria” license, meaning that
everyone is free to share (copy, distribute and transmit) and
remix (adapt) the work under certain restrictions (e. g. non
commercial use) [14].

BENEFITS FOR USERS
Users who want to add best-practice examples to the wiki
simply use the designated form. The need for knowledge of
wiki syntax can be minimized to simple markup-like list
elements ("*" for unordered lists, "#" for numbered lists) or
headings thus making collaboration as easy as possible. First,
basic data about the project is added, e. g. topic, region and
country, project partners, contact persons, year of project start
and project Web site. For display of a Google Map, the project
location can be added using geographic coordinates. Then, a
free text input defines the rest of the page with suggested
content sections "project description", "financing", "current
status", "effects achieved" and further information on the
project. An example form is shown in Figure 2. The online form
features automatic completion of fields: the user in this example
writes an “E” in the topic section, and all topics that have been
entered previously are suggested (here: “E-Government”).

Figure 1: A project description on the platform
Verwaltungskooperation.eu (partly translated into English).
The wiki focuses mainly on documenting projects, people
related to these projects, topics related to these projects,
institutions, literature and further resources. The content
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Figure 2: New entries are facilitated by easy-to-use online
forms (partly translated into English).
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In addition to the project description, separate pages for contact
persons and project partners (institutions) can be added.
Furthermore, pages about countries and regions list projects in
their geographical area as well as further information.
Information about literature as well as tools and methods of
cooperation further enhance the content of this platform.

FURTHER EXTENDING FUNCTIONALITY
In addition to Semantic MediaWiki, further extensions of
MediaWiki enhance the features of the platform. Data input is
facilitated by the use of the "Semantic Forms" extension that
makes it possible to generate semantically annotated wiki pages
based on simple online forms. [15] As shown in Figure 2 above,
the input in the form fields (e. g. contact person) results in the
correct annotations for the semantic information without
requiring the user to learn the correct markup.
The extension “Semantic Drilldown” [16] allows the user to
browse through the data of the platform. The use of filters (e. g.
countries, topics, year of project start etc.) reduces the amount
of data displayed to the relevant elements without the need to
formulate complex search queries. This method of faceted
search has been described earlier [17] and shows benefits over
fixed, linear presentation of data or the use of search queries
that need to be re-formulated in order to improve search results.
Users decide themselves how to start, and how to explore the
content. This evokes a feeling of “browsing the shelves”. With
facets, it becomes very easy to build up complex queries [18].
Figure 3 shows the drill-down interface of the platform with the
Filter “Country: Austria” set. Therefore, only projects from
Austria are shown and the other filters adapt to this selection:
the new sub-filter “Region” shows the regions of Austria, only
topics and project start dates are shown that are represented in
the 69 resulting projects.

personally oriented tags that users may use can coexist with
them [19].
Current news items, newly added pages as well as the latest
changes can be displayed as RSS feeds for further use [20].
External news sources (e. g. from regional public authorities)
are displayed on the platform. From a special page in the wiki
[21], data can be retrieved in OWL/RDF [22] encoding to be
shared in external applications, thus contributing to the
Semantic Web.

FIRST RESULTS AND RELATED WORK
After two years of operation, more than 80 users have signed up
for a free platform account and some 100 cooperation projects
have been documented. The statistics show up to 1,000 visitors
per month. www.verwaltungskooperation.eu won a jury award
at the ‘Austrian multimedia and e-business award’ in 2008. On
the downside, community involvement has not really picked up
yet. User activity focuses primarily on updating basic
information about projects and contact details, while the
submission of new projects has not yet taken off. As of
February 2010, a cooperation with KGSt (Joint Agency of Local
Governments) commenced to promote the platform in Germany.
KGSt is Germany's largest local government association with a
remarkable impact on the discussion of New Public
Management in Germany [23].
The UNDP's Regional Bureau for Europe and the CIS with its
Regional Centre in Bratislava has launched a “sister” project at
www.municipal-cooperation.org in English (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: The IMC site developed by UNDP and KDZ features
a comprehensive guide to IMC.

Figure 3: Faceted search enables users to browse through the
database: projects from Austria (partly translated into English).
Furthermore, the interface makes use of a tag cloud display,
where tags with a higher number of occurrences are displayed in
a larger font. In tag clouds, commonly used tags, which are
more general, have higher proportions, and the varied,
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IMC is still in its infancy in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE)
due to lack of awareness, capacity and experience. The national
and local authorities in CEE are increasingly acknowledging
that resolute action is needed to promote IMC and build the
capacity of all the concerned actors, including central
government, local government association and municipalities.
The site is a knowledge management tool that contributes to
raising awareness about IMC, helps central governments and
local government associations to promote IMC, and provides
guidance to local authorities on how to engage in concrete IMC
initiatives. The site features various IMC resources as well as 40
IMC practices from the region [24]. Municipal-cooperation.org
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was implemented by KDZ using the same technology described
above.
Another demonstration of the benefits and features of Semantic
MediaWiki for the creation of an online database with a focus
on text information enriched with metadata (represented by
semantics) can be seen at EPSA 2007: the submissions to the
European Public Sector Award were published in a “fact sheet
booklet” that is now available as a semantic wiki [25]. As the
submissions for the EPSA 2007 award are not subject to
change, the site uses semantic wiki technology without being a
real wiki where users are encouraged to add or change content.
The EPSA 2007 example shows that Semantic MediaWiki can
not only be used for Web 2.0 platforms, but also as an effective
means to create conventional online databases.

Figure 5: No wiki approach, but wiki technology is being used
at www.epsa-projects.eu.

CONCLUSION
The platform www.verwaltungskooperation.eu facilitates the
sharing of knowledge on cooperation in public administration
by using the possibilities of Web 2.0. The use of a semantic
wiki combines the power of semantic technologies with the ease
of using wikis. Semantic MediaWiki and further semantic
extensions for MediaWiki enhance the powerful features of a
wiki for textual information with features of a web based
database system. The platform aims to become the leading
source of information on cooperation in public administration in
German-speaking countries and is an example of the use of
wikis for public administrations.
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